Technical Data Sheet
REMA TIP TOP COLD VULCANIZING FLUID-Flammable
(CVF-F)

TDS #: RTTNA – 037  Rev. # 1  Rev. Date: 02/02/2017

PART NUMBERS: 203-F, 204-F

CONTAINERS/PACKAGING: 203F – 8 fl. oz. can  204F – 32 fl. oz. can

FIELD OF APPLICATION: RTT Cold Vulcanizing Fluid - Flammable is intended for the installation of RTT Tube Repair Units and RTT Tube Valve Repair Units in either a hot or cold vulcanizing procedure.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: Suitable for chemical (cold) applications
Optimum adhesion for tube repairs
Long shelf life

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: Clean the area to be buffed with Rema Pre-Buff Cleaner
Use a low-speed buffer (< 5,000 rpm) to buff the area to be repaired
After the repair area has been properly buffed, clean the area with a brass brush to remove any buff particles
NOTE: Do not use Pre-Buff Cleaner, solvents, or compressed air on the buff texture
Apply an even coat of CVF-Flammable to the buffed area
Allow to dry (drying time depends on atmospheric conditions)
NOTE: Do not use compressed air, heat guns, or other artificial means to aid in the drying process
Close container tightly after using

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: Do not use for the application of any tire repair materials, i.e. Radial or Bias Repairs, Minicombis, Stems, Sealastic, A&B Compound, Camplast, T-2 Compound, Super RAS, Envelope, etc.

SHELF LIFE: Two (2) years in unopened container from date of manufacture

BASE SOLVENT: Heptane/Acetone Blend (refer to SDS for detailed data)

RECOMMENDED STORAGE CONDITIONS: Store in a dark, moisture free environment, away from direct sunlight
Protect from freezing
Comply with all local, state, and federal regulations
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DRYING TIME: Drying time depends on atmospheric Conditions.

WAIT TIME for RETURNING TIRE TO SERVICE: No wait time is required when used in conjunction with Rema Tip Top Tube Repairs

ADDITIONAL INFO: Do not dilute. Use full strength only!

NOTICE: REMA TIP TOP / NORTH AMERICA believes that the information contained on this data sheet is accurate. It is based on extensive tests and represents standard values. However, it may not contain information on all confirmed properties. REMA TIP TOP / North America reserves the right to carry out improvements and technical development to this product at its discretion. For detailed application instructions, always refer to the appropriate Rema Tip Top Instruction Manuals and/or Repair Instruction CD’s. The suggested procedures are based on experience as of the date of publication. They are not necessarily all-inclusive, nor fully adequate in every circumstance. Also, the suggestions should not be confused with nor followed in violation of applicable laws, regulations, rules or insurance requirements.

NO WARRANTY IS MADE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE.